Scriptural
Foundations
for Academic
Disciplines:
A Biblical Theme Approach

hrough its grand themes, the
Bible presents a foundation
for learning in all disciplines.1 Biblical themes are
as applicable to professional
training programs as to learning in the
humanities, sciences, the arts, and
technical/vocational areas. The purpose of this article is to introduce 12
grand biblical themes that provide
relevant scriptural foundations for
curriculum in seventh-day adventist
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education. The themes introduced
here can permeate the curriculum
at all levels. interweaving these
themes with learning also offers the
potential to strengthen the way in
which seventh-day adventist education differentiates itself from other
educational systems.
This article is divided into three
sections. first, it explains how particular biblical themes were selected
for consideration. second, it summarizes each theme. Third, it provides
examples of how these themes can be
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applied in the teaching/learning
process.

How the Themes Were Selected
identifying biblical themes involved
a process of scanning broad sections
of scripture looking for patterns of
thought relating to a single content
area.2 slowly, over time, a pattern
began to emerge as i studied the implications for teaching and learning.
Then in 2012, while waiting in an
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auditorium in Bloemfontein, south
africa, for my turn to give a presentation on the biblical foundations for
learning, i experienced a conceptual
“ah hah!” moment as a pattern became apparent: collectively, Bible
writers appear to use some themes in
common as they reﬂect on the character of God, the person and work of the
Messiah Jesus christ, and when giving
guidelines for human conduct. (see
figure 1.)
• The character of God. Many times,
the elements of God’s character are
mentioned explicitly; other times, the
Bible writers describe God’s character
in action. The restoration of the image
of God is a process of divine re-creation but involves the cooperation of
persons in community who intend to
imitate the character of God in all
contexts of life.3 in addition to his
explicit call for imitation, Paul presents this process as putting on “the
new self,”4 a transformation process,5
letting the word of christ dwell in us,6
and having christ live in us.7 The process of renewal is described in other
ways in scripture, too: letting the
law, the transcript of God’s character,
restore us8; beholding God’s character
and becoming changed.9 it is argued
here that if the imitation of God’s
character is relevant to humans, it
must be relevant regardless of social
context or of particular activities. it
must also be broadly relevant to the
curriculum in an educational institution.
• The identity of Jesus Christ and
His work. The central ﬁgure of
scripture, it can be argued, is Jesus
christ. The clearest visible expression
of God’s character is Jesus christ,
his identity, and his work.10 We are
encouraged to develop a personal relationship with him, but the Person
with whom we have this relationship
is not just any person. he is God
incarnate, in action! To build a christcentered curriculum, elements of who
Jesus is and what he has accomplished must be interwoven into the
curriculum. as a group, the themes
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discussed are one way to keep Jesus
central in curriculum planning since,
collectively, they reveal who he is and
what he is all about.
• The believer’s conduct. Theory
must translate into practical action.11
scripture is not lacking in this regard,
although it does not address human
actions in every social context. But
there are themes of scripture that
serve as signposts indicating the
direction that actions should take.

These signposts, consistent with the
character of God, can be emulated in
action and are related to the identity
of Jesus christ.12 interestingly, most of
the themes explored in this article are
action-oriented themes in the Bible.
By surveying the scripture record
and applying these study criteria, the
themes listed below can be observed
as common to all three criteria.13
More than mere words that appear
hundreds of times in scripture, the
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words carry a load of content that
represent the warp and woof threads
of the Bible’s message. The rich,
theological meaning of the concepts
provides a biblical foundation for
curriculum.
These themes are grounded in the
writings of Moses, which are extended
and further developed throughout the
Bible. Moses provided the ﬁrst content
to the ideas, and other writers added
richness and nuances by applying them
to different situations. The themes are
present in biblical narratives, historical
accounts, teachings, poetry, the
writings of the psalms, proverbs, and
prophets, and in apocalyptic literature.
references to the ideas embedded
in these themes appear hundreds of
times in the Bible. additionally, i have
found more than 570 times where
multiple themes appear together in
clusters. The appearance of these
themes in clusters occurs in at least
59 of the 66 books of the Bible. one
example of four grand themes appearing together is found in Psalm 89:14
where King david provides a succinct
description of how God’s character is
revealed in his way of governing:
“righteousness and justice are the
foundation of Your throne; lovingkindness and truth go before You”
(nasB).14
in another example, King solomon
connects particular elements of God’s
character, namely his lovingkindness
(from the hebrew word hesed) and
truth (from the hebrew word emeth)
with the success of an earthly political
ruler, the king: “loyalty [hesed] and
truth [emeth] preserve the king, and he
upholds his throne by righteousness
[hesed]” (Proverbs 20:28). in this example, solomon uses repetition to
reinforce the point that loyalty and
faithfulness are key qualities of a toplevel leader. as will be illustrated below, this has potential for application
in a variety of ﬁelds of study.
in the new Testament, we also ﬁnd
examples of themes presented in
clusters. here is one where Paul presents the identity of Jesus christ in
terms of themes that originate from
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old Testament writers: “But by his
doing you are in christ Jesus, who
became to us wisdom from God, and
righteousness and sanctiﬁcation, and
redemption” (1 corinthians 1:30).
The conduct of believers is
presented throughout scripture and
sometimes in clusters of grand
themes. one familiar example of a
cluster of themes appearing together
and pointing the way for human
behavior is found in ephesians 6:1315: “Therefore, take up the full armor
of God, so that you will be able to
resist in the evil day, and having done
everything, to stand ﬁrm. stand ﬁrm
therefore, having girded your loins
with truth, and having put on the
breastplate of righteousness, and
having shod your feet with the
preparation of the gospel of peace.”
The grand themes considered here
are the capsules carrying the central
messages of the Bible. They are relevant to social relationships and our
connection with the physical environment. They assume the validity
of the created material world, the
practical dimensions of life, and the
economic dynamics in society. They
apply to many pursuits of life, both

vocational and avocational.
To beneﬁt from this introduction,
the reader is encouraged to study each
theme more deeply with the goal of
more fully understanding the richly
textured ideas that each theme contains. for some not trained in biblical
studies, this may be a challenge. it can
take time for the insights from these
themes to take hold! Because of the
many ways that each theme is used by
various scripture writers, the themes
themselves defy oversimpliﬁcation.
There appears to be no substitute for
the study required to become steeped
in biblical thematic thinking.
accordingly, because of space
limitations, what follows is an
abridged description of each theme.
scripture passages that mention a
theme in connection with the character of God, the identity of Jesus
christ, and the conduct of the believer
are given an endnote for each subheading.15 Thus, this is not a traditional proof-text approach, but
rather a collection of biblical examples
of where the Bible writers themselves
employ one or more of these themes.
(see figure 2.)
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The Great Controversy16
on one side of the great cosmic
conﬂict we ﬁnd God and how he
manages when his creatures disagree
with his plan for a ﬂourishing life. in
this Great controversy, God is the life
Giver and sustainer of communities.
he encourages freedom but not absolute autonomy, which would lead to
chaos and anarchy. he desires for all
humans a ﬂourishing, abundant life.
God is compassionate even to those
who reject him. he heals and reconciles. his authority is founded on
character traits of wisdom, truth,
righteousness, justice, lovingkindness,
and redemption. he judges without
bias, and provides no cause to discredit his authority.
We ﬁnd on the other side of the
conﬂict God’s chief adversary, satan.
he deceives and oppresses. using the
negative politics of discredit, without
cause other than his own ambition,
he incites questions regarding God’s
character. he falsely claims that God
doesn’t tell the truth and insinuates
that God’s commands are too burdensome. Things that outﬁt us for our
part in the cosmic struggle include
several themes introduced here: truth,
righteousness, faithfulness, shalom,
and redemption.17
Creation18
The sanctity of life and the moral
authority of God were established at
creation. creation is the ﬁrst event
where humans were chosen to be a
blessing to others. everything that
humans do in service to others
involves something that came directly
from the hand of christ the creatorredeemer. The creator gave humans
the commission to work as rulers and
servants. Through these dual roles, we
can be co-workers with God in realizing the full potential of the earth’s
fruitfulness. Thus, the earth with its
resources is not merely something to
exploit for proﬁt; the earth is holy, set
apart for life-sustaining service to

The ultimate purpose of a covenant
relationship is to promote a life of well-being
in the community. A succinct description of
ideal covenant relationships is given in the
form of gracious guidelines for a flourishing
life found in the Ten Commandments.

God. Throughout the Bible, the theme
of creation is transformed into the
theme of re-creation and restoration.
soon after creation, we learn that
restoration is needed. This restoration
becomes one of the goals of God’s
plan of redemption and the great
object of life.19 The Bible concludes
when God creates a new heaven and
earth after the ﬁnal scenes of the
cosmic conﬂict.

Holiness20
holiness in scripture refers to a
fundamental element of God’s character. God is so far from sin and evil that
he cannot tolerate it. his holiness
drives him to act with justice toward
evil. Paradoxically, it is his holiness
that infuses his love with actions of
grace toward us. faithfulness and
trustworthiness to fulﬁll his promises
also are expressions of his holiness.
God’s desire to be with people is so
great that it drove him to send his
son, Jesus christ, who is a supreme
expression of holiness.
humans cannot of their own power
attain absolute moral purity. People
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are called holy only as they enter a relationship with God, who is holy.21 accordingly, all God’s people are holy,
not because they are morally pure but
because they respond to God’s call to
follow him, to trust his faithfulness.
The scriptural idea of holiness also encompasses the depth and totality of
commitment to God. it refers to being
set apart or consecrated for service to
God.22 holiness from this relationship
will penetrate every endeavor of life.
Believers have a role in working, creating, teaching, supervising, building,
restoring, caring, buying, and selling
in ways that demonstrate God’s character. This requires managing the call
to holiness, which paradoxically sets
us apart from the world for a distinct
service, but also calls us to the world
for service.

Covenant Relationships23
The ultimate purpose of a covenant
relationship is to promote a life of
well-being in the community. a succinct description of ideal covenant
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relationships is given in the form of
gracious guidelines for a ﬂourishing
life found in the Ten commandments.24 The most visible demonstration of the walk toward full well-being
is that of Jesus christ. covenant relationships reveal the character of the
participants. a covenant relationship
is established so that those involved
can be a blessing to others. covenants
are for nourishing interdependent
relationships with others and with the
wider community, not only for the
present, but also for the long term.
covenants provide a means by which
at least one participant can act in a
redemptive way when the relationship
is in need of reconciliation. a covenant relationship involves not just
general, vague commitments but also
speciﬁc commitments to particular
actions. True obedience to the
commandments comes not from the
burdened sense of need to fulﬁll an
arbitrary list of rules. in the Bible,
walking in obedience to the commandments is a walk of freedom
toward ﬂourishing life, a walk guided
by the restoration process and empowered by God’s spirit.

Shalom (Flourishing Life in All
Dimensions)25
This theme is sometimes expressed
in the english translations of the Bible
using the words peace, welfare, and
similar terms. God’s plan for humans
at creation was for them to experience
complete well-being in all its dimensions: a close relationship with him,
social harmony with others, physical
and mental health, as well as international peace and prosperity for the
community. This means living not
only to serve self-interests but also to
serve the interests of others. This
experience came to be called shalom
(peace). after sin the covenant principles contained in the Ten commandments are God’s prescription for
how to walk with God and with one
another along the journey toward
shalom.26 The law is prophetic of
God’s promises of well-being. More
than one Bible writer encourages us to
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pursue the blessings of shalom that
come from God.27 followers of God
are called to extend the blessings of
shalom to others. it is in serving
others that the blessings accrue to
ourselves. even when one person or
one organization cannot create wellbeing for an entire community, a
person can create a taste of shalom for
some.

Sabbath28
sabbath is not just a doctrine. The
pinnacle of covenant relationships in
the Bible is the sabbath. The weekly
sabbath offers a taste of shalom to all
who keep it. sabbath is a brief, weekly
return to an eden-like existence.
When eden was disrupted by sin, the
hidden potential of sabbath was revealed: spending time with God and
laying aside the burdens of economic
pursuits. The sabbath day enables humans to continually renounce human
autonomy and acknowledge God’s
lordship in our life. The weekly sabbath is inseparable from and interdependent with work and the pursuit of
shalom. one might even say that sabbath might lose some of its meaning if
on the other six days no work was
done. Work loses some of its meaning
when what the sabbath stands for is
ignored or rejected. accordingly, we
are called to foster both work to sustain human life and contentment in
God’s faithfulness. We take sabbath
principles with us wherever we go.
sabbath is primarily about our living in a relationship with God resting
from our daily work of being co-laborers with God in sustaining one another. it involves resting in the joy of
God’s great gifts at creation and redemption, and resting in God’s faithfulness in christ on our behalf, which
is sufﬁcient for our salvation. sabbath
also involves resting in the hope that
one day the shalom of eden will be restored at the consummation of the
Bible story.

Justice29
We often reduce the idea of justice
to a matter of fair play. The Great controversy story’s idea of justice is
broader, encompassing all aspects of
responsibilities to our fellow human
beings and to God. in the Bible whenever a person fulﬁls his or her obligations, that person is behaving justly.
Justice is the actions that a person
takes to honor the rights of others. We
pursue covenant relationships together, requiring that persons in authority treat those under their authority with fairness.
even strangers should be allowed
to participate in the beneﬁts of justice.
in the Bible, justice is an active distribution system. not merely the domain
of the ofﬁcial court system, justice
must go throughout the land. it is to
ﬂow down from those in high authority toward those with low authority
and continue like a life-giving stream
until it reaches the most vulnerable
and needy. Justice must nourish
everyone in the community, including
enemies and strangers. all followers of
God are called to contribute to justice
in the social groups with which they
interact. We must use technology in
ways that foster justice rather than
taking advantage of others. The faithful courageously intervene to correct
injustices.
Righteousness30
it should be evident by now how
much these themes overlap. each
presents a different facet of a unity of
thought in the Bible. accordingly, the
theme of righteousness is sometimes
intertwined with and used as a synonym for other themes such as justice,
lovingkindness, and redemption.
righteousness means to be straight
and ﬁrm or steel-like rather than
slack.31 God is the source of righteousness. humans are called upon to imitate God’s behavior in community.
God’s actions show his faithfulness to
his promises; these actions are the
standard of righteousness. righteous
or unrighteous behavior is evaluated
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by the faith community in terms of
the Ten commandments. actions that
promote justice are righteous. While
humans are called upon to behave
righteously with one another, true
righteousness is an action-gift of God.

Truth (Faithfulness in Action)32
at a superﬁcial level, we think
“truth” means telling the truth instead
of being deceptive or embracing right
rather than false doctrines. But the
biblical idea of truth is not limited to
the pursuit of the abstract idea of
truthfulness of information, correct
beliefs, or integrity of speech.33 Truth
also includes a more profound meaning that is important in every academic discipline. The Bible concept of
truth means faithfulness of action in a
relationship. Truth means that there is
a close correspondence between our
actions and what others expect from
us in light of the principles of the
covenant when we are tested by time
and circumstances. in other words,
truth means that we are who we say
we are: faithful in covenant relationships.34
in contemporary terms, truth involves living a trustworthy life without hypocrisy. Truth means ensuring
that all our actions have lasting reliability and our actions are a reliable
indicator of what we stand for in relationship to God’s character. in essence, advancing truth means advancing the cause of faithfulness to
commitments in and around the community.
Wisdom35
Wisdom means being ﬁrm and
well-grounded—ﬁrst in God’s faithfulness and second in the business of living life, celebrating all the good that
God has given us and pursuing all that
contributes to true shalom. Wisdom
is a mediator of God’s blessings of
shalom. since shalom is designed as a

community experience, wisdom is for
sharing! it involves lifelong learning in
community.
The practical knowledge dimension
of wisdom cannot be understood apart
from its relationship to covenant and
redemption. humans on their own are
limited in their ability to gather true
wisdom for all of life. Wisdom, like
shalom, encompasses all dimensions
of life envisioned in covenant relationships. Wisdom is the ability to consider something diligently or closely
and thereby gain insight. The wise
person becomes adept at dealing with
all things material not for their own
sake but for the sake of pursuing
shalom. closely related to wisdom is
the idea of careful discretion when applying knowledge to everyday life.
Prudence, the sibling of wisdom, is
also an action concept. Prudence is,
among other things, the ability to keep
oneself from being misled, an important dimension of participating in the
pursuit of shalom.

Lovingkindness (Abiding Loyalty)36
of what value is a relationship to
either party if the main emphasis is on
following arbitrary rules? not much in
the long run. Without lovingkindness,
covenant relations would disintegrate.
like a ﬁnely cut diamond, biblical
lovingkindness has many aspects. We
cannot limit the biblical idea of love to
merely a feeling of affection toward
someone. While there is plenty of evidence in the Bible that God feels compassion toward humans, the central
idea of biblical lovingkindness is abiding loyalty, a bond of kinship stronger
than any other connection. like the
theme of truth, lovingkindness is an
action word. We show loyalty in action. When david observed God’s action toward his people, he exclaimed
that the whole earth was full of God’s
abiding loyalty. one reason that the
whole earth is full of God’s loving
kindness is that justice is allowed to
move on its pathway throughout the
community. if we deeply desire the experience of shalom, we will pursue
abiding loyalty in our relationships.37
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Redemption38
redemption in the Bible story
means to act on this kinship loyalty
bond as a kinsman to buy back,
ransom, liberate, rescue, or save.39
Through his actions of redemption
God provided a means of reconciliation and transformation. Transformation is possible only through the faithfulness and the power of God. When
acting for redemption, God came close
to those needing a restored relationship. he encourages and empowers
rather than coerces. redemption accomplished by Jesus christ is not limited just to spiritual forgiveness of
sins; it includes the whole earth.40
ultimately, redemption involves the
process (and result) of completely
restoring all dimensions of shalom on
a new earth. in our sphere we are
commissioned to be agents of redemption by showing God’s power in our
lives through actions and by sharing
with others the gospel.
While the themes can be comprehended individually, the full understanding of each requires understanding the others. scripture themes
presented here are interrelated,
interwoven, and interdependent.
covenant is interrelated with lovingkindness, truth, wisdom, and shalom.
in wisdom we see a close connection
with covenant. Justice is connected
with shalom, covenant, and lovingkindness. in sabbath and creation we
ﬁnd elements of shalom. The Great
controversy theme intersects with the
other themes. each theme deserves a
complete exploration of its richness in
order to see how it might be useful in
any particular part of the curriculum.
Using the Themes in the Classroom
Biblical themes are a valid source
for curriculum design in an educational program that seeks to be
founded on scripture. The next section
of this article provides a series of
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examples of how biblical themes can
be interwoven through all traditional
elements of the curriculum, including
learning goals, course content,
teaching/learning methods, and
assessment.
• Learning goals. incorporating a
biblical theme as one of the learning
goals might be a natural starting place
when considering biblical themes as a
foundation for learning. for example,
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the biblical theme of faithfulness
(often translated into english in the
Bible as “truth”) might be incorporated in the following learning goal
in a literature course (or a degree
program): “Students will be able to
describe how they understand the
significance of ____________ (identify
the biblical theme) in life experience

as represented by selected works of
literature.” such a learning goal can
be implemented at various levels:
from one unit of study, one course, or
one year, to larger-scale applications,
spread over multiple years, for a
whole degree program.
With this learning goal guiding the
teaching-learning process, students
and instructors can collaboratively
explore multiple passages of scripture
in which the concept of truth is
central. over time, they can then
collect and synthesize their learning
about the theme as one aspect of
God’s character, as a key element of
the work of Jesus christ, and as an
eternal truth; they can then discuss
how these themes, when put into
action, foster ﬂourishing life together
in community. When difﬁculties arise
with the practical implementation of
the concept, this will provide students
and instructors with an opportunity to
develop careful thinking skills.
• Course content. There is insufﬁcient time to teach everything
about every subject relevant to every
grade level and degree program. as
instructors, we make trade-off-prone
choices when selecting content to
achieve learning goals. several
questions that will help the instructor
identify the basis of the course are
these: Which biblical themes are important in the context of what my
students are learning? What content, if
incorporated, would provide a natural
bridge to help students establish their
learning on a scriptural foundation?
What content, viewed as important by
experts in the field, needs to be reviewed in light of one or more biblical
themes?
for example, in a business-degree
program where applied economics is
taught, the dominant secular perspective needs to be explored in the
context of a biblical view: is it ever
appropriate for a ﬁrm to exist entirely
for the purpose of maximizing
economic value for shareholders?
here, for the instructor who wishes
to offer a biblical foundation for students, the traditional egoist perspec-
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tive in business ﬁnance can be contrasted with the biblical themes of
shalom, truth, covenant, wisdom, and
other values. The instructor can lead
students in a discussion of the ethical,
legal, and social complexities, the
competing goals that exist when the
needs of shareholders and the needs
of others are considered in light of the
biblical principles of community
ﬂourishing.
The bigger purpose of a ﬁeld of
study or a profession can be explored
in terms of one or more biblical
themes. Teachers and students thus
have an opportunity to explore the
implications of the themes for a
variety of vocational activities. for
example, the theme of wisdom has
potential application in terms of
purpose in the arts, sciences, humanities, and professions. The purpose of
a profession can be seen as part of a
social institution that takes responsibility for gathering and preserving
marketplace wisdom that contributes
to faithful, loyal relationships. as the
profession contributes to faithfulness
and loyalty, it also fosters human
ﬂourishing.
The Bible is not an encyclopedia of
knowledge for all academic disciplines. it is difﬁcult to teach contemporary course content directly
from scripture for some subject
content such as mathematics, biochemistry, physics, social work, and
many other disciplines. however,
biblical themes can be used as the
deep frameworks within which to
understand the signiﬁcance of discipline-speciﬁc content.
for example, the ﬁve senses
(hearing, sight, touch, smell, and
taste) can be approached more
broadly than the way they might be
traditionally addressed in an anatomy
and physiology course. The human
hand and eye, each by itself a wonder of creation, are both functional
primarily in a social context. each has
the potential for nurturing covenant
relationships or in other ways con-

Direct application of the rich concepts
embedded in biblical themes can be made in
some cases. The themes of loyalty and
faithfulness provide an opportunity to explore
with students why these are so important in
the work of a manager, accountant, physician,
elementary teacher, nurse, electrician,
therapist, pilot, researcher, and scores of
other vocations.

tributing to ﬂourishing life.
accordingly, addressing the nature
of covenant relationships from the
biblical point of view and how the
human anatomy is designed to work
with God’s plan for ﬂourishing offers
the student a deep foundation for
studying the technical elements of the
human body. humans were designed
by God to contribute together for
ﬂourishing. Grounding the class
content in the biblical perspective
offers a natural opportunity for explicit
worship to the creator in the context
of a life-science course.
direct application of the rich concepts embedded in biblical themes can
be made in some cases. The themes of
loyalty and faithfulness provide an
opportunity to explore with students
why these are so important in the work
of a manager, accountant, physician,
elementary teacher, nurse, electrician,
therapist, pilot, researcher, and scores
of other vocations. reﬂective judgment
and careful thinking can be enhanced
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as the students and instructor explore
various ways that loyalty and faithfulness are expressed by leaders as well
as the tensions that leaders face when
there are multiple loyalties at stake or
when contingencies arise that make it
difﬁcult to be faithful to one’s promises.
one of the most obvious places for
direct application of biblical themes is
in considering the ethical behavior
related to a particular ﬁeld of study or
professional service into which students are preparing to enter.
• Teaching-learning methods.
learning can be promoted by using
scriptural themes (and in some cases,
the narratives in which they are embedded) as examples of course content.
students can be asked to think of Bible
stories that prima facie illustrate an
element of the course content.
another use of biblical themes:
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helping students gain a deeper understanding of the person and work of
Jesus christ, which can result in a
deeper commitment and, perhaps,
more consistency of lifestyle. for
example, we can see the wisdom of
Jesus as he answers the tricky
questions posed by scribes and Pharisees, and from this learn lessons for
handling our own relationships with
others. But, at a deeper level, understanding the nuances of the biblical
concept of wisdom (when considering
its many uses across various Bible
writers) can lead us to more unreservedly worship Jesus christ, who
embodies the Wisdom of God in the
particular ways that he designed
creation, the richness of the wisdom
of God in the design of all Ten commandments, which contribute to a
ﬂourishing life, and the encompassing
mercy of God in sending Jesus christ
to be the fulﬁllment of the great plan
of salvation.
When the deeper signiﬁcance of a
biblical theme surfaces in the classroom and points in an obvious way to
the work of Jesus christ, this can
spark a time of corporate worship. if
done multiple times throughout a
course and then spread throughout the
curriculum in a degree program, students will understand that worship is
not limited to religious activities
performed in a church building, but
rather something that can be experienced throughout the human lifetime.
learning experiences can incorporate biblical themes in a variety of
ways. The instructor might lead in
discussions or debates where an
eternal truth embedded in one of the
biblical themes is a central concern.
students can write a personal reﬂection paper in which they consider
the personal implications of both
course content and the essence of a
biblical theme for their life in a speciﬁc context. a term paper assignment
can ask students to reﬂect on the
implications of one of the themes for
society as a whole or to provide examples of how a particular biblical
theme functions in a given profession
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or other human activity relevant to the
course. When integrative cases are
assigned to help students pull together
a variety of perspectives on a realworld situation, one or more biblical
themes can be brought into the
discussion to help them explore how
faith is lived in the context of that
particular case.
• Assessment. Through assessment, we signal to students what is
important. if the biblical perspective is
left out of assessment, what signal is
being given? assessment ties together
the learning goals, the course content,
and the teaching-learning activities.
for example, using an objective assessment device, the instructor can
evaluate how well students understand the content of one or more
particular biblical themes relevant to
the particular course. or students can
be asked to describe the signiﬁcance
of a particular theme in terms of the
course content. evaluation of personal
commitment to the central ideas embedded in one or more biblical themes
might be an appropriate assessment of
an affective learning goal in some
courses. or in an essay exam or term
paper, the instructor might evaluate
students’ ability to synthesize complex
thinking regarding one or more eternal
truths relevant to the big questions in
the ﬁeld of study.
as scriptural thinking saturates the
minds of administrators, teachers, and
students, it will contribute to the
teaching and learning process. These
themes can form the basis of a personal philosophy of teaching and
learning, allowing the teacher, student, or administrator to shape a personal worldview using the tapestry of
biblical themes.
The usefulness of biblical themes is
not limited to addressing theoretical
questions. These themes can elevate
the thoughts and emotions, unlock the

imagination, and enhance critical
thinking. Many of the themes are
action oriented, which provides the
scholar with the opportunity to
explore their implications for ethical
conduct. The themes may also be
useful to evaluate contemporary
theories and shape a research agenda.

Additional Thoughts to Consider When
Applying the Themes
from an education point of view,
these themes collectively apply to a
variety of academic disciplines and
educational endeavors. When even
one of these themes is used as the
foundation for curriculum, the instructor can be assured that it has
roots in the character of God and the
the identity of Jesus christ as well as
direct implications for our conduct.
These themes seem relevant for
curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities. They are relevant
to classroom instruction, student assignments, internships, student clubs
and organizations, student employment on campus, and study tours.
They are relevant to the work of
Boards of Trustees and administrative teams charged with oversight
responsibilities. They can potentially
comprise the core of the biblical
worldview for any human profession
or endeavor.
each theme may not be readily applicable for every course, at all grade
levels; however, as a collection, they
are broadly useful. further, the richness of some of the themes may not
be as intellectually accessible to
younger students as they might be for
graduate students. however, it is possible to teach the idea of loyalty to 1st
graders just as easily as to teach the
same concept to secondary-level or
postgraduate students. in graduate
school, the deeper nuances of thought
and application of what loyalty means
in complex relationships might be
more appropriately explored, since the
students are more likely to be ready
for such dialogue.
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Conclusion
revising the educational curricula
using these and other biblical themes
contributes to the great object of education: the restoration of the image
of God in humans.41 Whether integrated into the multiple subjects of
an elementary school curriculum,
throughout an undergraduate program, or across multiple years of study
in one subject area, students and
faculty alike will learn to see the deep
implications of these themes. The
more extensively these themes
permeate the curriculum, the more
power they will have.
Practically, there are enough of
these biblical themes to share
throughout the curriculum at all
levels. as instructors become captivated by the signiﬁcance of the
themes and the deeper thinking each
represents, they may ﬁnd new energy
with which to approach the development of a biblical foundation. The
great object of education does not end
in graduation from college or graduate
studies. as students and faculty
engage these themes in their formal
studies, they lay the groundwork for a
lifetime of learning experiences rooted
in scripture. ✐
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